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“Breathing” Correction

The study of an extended source requires long integration periods 
so that the event sample from which the background is drawn is 
large compared to the number of signal events.

The fundamental assumption of our standard background subtraction
is that the local coordinate distribution ([th,ph] or [HA,dec]) remain
constant. Extending the integration period may strain this assumption.

One way to reconcile this is to modify the background subtraction
method to account for changes in the theta distribution on a short
time scale compared to the integration period.



“Breathing” Correction

Record the theta distribution for each of many 240s sidereal time bins
within the time integration period.

At the end of the integration period, normalize the total theta distribution
and the each of the binned distributions in ST.

correction factor [ST,th] = norm_th_dist[ST,th]
                                                                            /norm_th_dist_total[th]

Apply the correction factor when filling the background map.



“Breathing” Correction

Normal Day - Winter 1/24/03
No evidence of abrupt rate 
changes.

Deviations = correction factor - 1.



“Breathing” Correction

Ice Day - Winter 1/29/02

Clear evidence of changes in the
theta distribution.

Deviations = correction factor - 1.



Optimal Bin Size Analysis

� EGRET – Hunter et al



Optimal Bin Size Analysis

EGRET – Hunter et al



Optimal Bin Size Analysis

Lat = 30-50 Lat = 50-70

Latitude profiles digitized and fit to sum of 2 gaussians
Optimal bin size deduced from integration of profile.



Optimal Bin Size Analysis

EGRET – Hunter et al



Optimal Bin Size Analysis
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Results of Galactic Plane Search

8 hr time sloshing.
Breathing correction.
Removed a bunch of bad/corrupt data
Dealt with clock errors.



Sky map for ~2.3 years of data  X
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Sky map for ~2.3 years of data  X
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Anisotropy due to J2000 Coordinate System?
(RA,dec) defined wrt rotation axis of the earth. 

We use this in the background subtraction (time sloshing/direct int)
by assuming that changing the time at which an event is collected 
only changes the RA.

We don't record (RA,dec) in the data. We record (RA2000,dec2000)!
The rotation axis of the earth is NOT exactly aligned with the  event 
coordinate system. 



Anisotropy due to J2000 Coordinate System?
3 Checks:

1) Effect should be proportional to days since Jan 1,2000.
2) Remove J2000 correction after the fact.
3) Simulate effect.



Rec Data Simulation
I wrote a simple simulation that generates a cos(th)**5
zenith angle distribution, and simulates event times as well.

The code is incorporated within MilagroEvent() so it can 
be call by the code used to do any analysis.

Results from 60 Billion Simulated Events



Interpretation
This anomaly is:
1) Not an artifact of the analysis.
2) Present during all epochs of the experiment
3) Present during all seasons
4) Signal proportional to number of events (ie behaves 
     like background when X2 cut applied)

Conclude: This is evidence of a substantial anisotropy in the 
                  cosmic ray flux.

People predict such anisotropies, but the predictions are complex
and energy dependent. There may be loads of cosmic ray physics
in this data independent of the galactic plane.


